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Zig On... Investing yourself
It’s amazing how much we can do for others when we invest a 
little of ourselves in them.
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—————————————————————

One of the most fascinating stories I’ve 
ever heard comes out of Holland. The 
citizens in the little village of Ida in 
Holland were astonished when Hans 
Bergen died because he left an estate 
of $40,000 to a young girl named Anne 
Martin. She, of all people, was the most 
surprised villager of all, for she had 
never spoken to Hans Bergen. How 
could such a thing happen to her?

Well, Hans Bergen’s will told the story. 
It seems that one day Anne Martin 
smiled at him. It was the only smile he 
had ever received in his lifetime.

Grotesquely ugly, Hans had lived a lonely, affection-starved life. His 
ugliness frightened and repulsed the villagers and they avoided him like 
the plague. Perhaps Anne Martin saw the extreme loneliness in Hans and 
gave him the only thing she could - a smile.

It’s amazing how much we can do 
for others when we invest a little 
of ourselves in them. That builds 
winning relationships because 
people don’t care how much you 
know until they know how much 
you care - about them.
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Zig Ziglar is known as America’s 
Motivator. He is best known for his 
inspirational messages of hope through 
his 28 books and numerous audio and 
video recordings. To be inspired visit 
his website at http://www.ziglar.com

Based on the principles of founder, Zig 
Ziglar, the Ziglar Way conveys powerful 
life improvement messages that 
transcend barriers of age, culture and 
occupation. Delivered through personal 
development training and corporate 
training programs, the Ziglar Way has 
impacted more than a quarter of a 

billion lives.

The Ziglar Way—a philosophy is born
The personal and professional development strategies you discover 
through Ziglar are all built on or related to a basic philosophy. A 
philosophy developed by Zig Ziglar more than 50 years ago.

A World War II veteran who grew up poor in Yazoo City, Mississippi, Zig 
worked in a succession of sales companies early in life. As his sales skills 
grew so did his interest in motivational speaking. During speeches, his 
messages of hope, encouragement and faith showcased his way of life—
forming the Ziglar Way.

How the Ziglar Way makes a difference
Taking action, common sense, fairness, commitment and integrity form 
the basis for this way of life. And when you live by this philosophy you’ll 
live a balanced life while achieving significance at both work and home.

All Ziglar programs focus on these key items - old and new. That’s why 
Ziglar programs from the past continually change lives while newly 
developed personal and corporate training programs at Ziglar remain 
consistent with this basic philosophy.
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